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ABSTRACT 

Mankind’s conjunction, disjunction and negation’s mental faculties. Mankind cannot claim intellectual property rights over the Veda’s omniscient influence. Veda 

needs no re-introduction as the breathed forth, heard and remembered in human memory with subsequent recitations. Research by humans proved that Universe 

too has memory like humans have, justifying the heard-Veda when breathed out by Supreme Godhead of Universal Spectrum called Vedic Universe inclusively.  

Coming to Earth where humans inhabit amongst Planets, none other is like Earth of natural Oxygen to life as it were applied scientific provision for our non-

extinction. Veda highlights Earth as Vedic Conception which bears everywhere breathing and living things but shall not go dry. Hence, Earth is Super Vedic 

conceptacle (SVC) for scientifically promulgating as the only SVC available to mankind. 

This Paper embarks on SVC’s value research as rarefied scholarly pursuit. An eye-opener in that, it reproduces Earth as unique Super Vedic conceptacle (SVC) 

titled above rightfully asserting that it is ‘Not a case of Boolean Logic of true/false/and/not/or’ instances but certainly, the Boolean Universe of Discourse 

Methodology (BUDOM)  since several quarters of authored Globe suspected whether Godhead is Mathematics and God is a Mathematician?  

Reality, simply put, exclaims that no any of the existing many Planets is like our Earth for recognition as one and only one SVC in this nuclear age. Some settings 

and set-ins of so-called Earth Day figuring environmental issue is inadequate unlike this Paper’s SVC-Supremacy rose and upheld via BUDOM.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

To be in the know of nature of the SVC  as the  supra-human Vedic Universe’s backbone is all the more important for mortals for it enables them to be 

informed on the confirmed eternal credibilities of Vedic value perfected System such as the SVC  in their life-time . 

By means of the specific knowledge of the Greek word Pan with the implied sense of all/entire/whole, one can say that Pan alone counts on the Vedic 

Universe of OMLAR (Ocean, Mountain, Land, Atmosphere, Rock) giving rise to the irrevocable four Pans of the Panthalassa, Pangaea, Pangenesis 

and Pantheism. Also, it accounts for all continental Geographies / Humans / Creatures with proximity.  Viewing from all-inclusive-breathed-out Vedic-

Knowledge-string which had elevated Earth as the sole Super Vedic Conceptacle (SVC), also detected arrival into play the exponential power of Pan for 

material comprehension such as the four Pans being invokers of the SVC which functions as the manyone relationship between the OMLAR-domain and 

Pans-co-domain with above four irrevocables. Also, the reverse of this such that the Pans being the domain to the OMLAR codomain do mean that both 

substantiate that the Pans and the OMLAR are two sides of the same coin SVC (Super Vedic Conceptacle). Thus, formation of the Vedic Universal 

Creation with an all pervading Super Vedic Conceptacle (SVC) of the Earth rules out questions/ doubts /suspicions about existence of any other similar 

to Earth’s SVC beyond the Vedic Universe as wildly hypothetical.  
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1.1 EVERY RESEARCH HAS THE BEGINNING OF INDEX UNIQUE   2. BOOLEAN UNIVERSE OF DISCOURSE METHODOLOGY 

(BUDOM)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In every discourse, whether of the mind conversing with its own thoughts or of the individual in his intercourse with others, there is an assumed or 

expressed limit within which the subjects of its operation are confined. The most unfettered discourse is that in which the words we use are understood 

in the widest possible application, and for them, the limits of discourse are co-extensive with those of the universe itself. But more usually we confine 

ourselves to a less spacious field. Sometimes, in discoursing of women we imply (without expressing the limitation) that it is of women only under certain 

circumstances and conditions that we speak, as of civilized women, or of women in the vigor of life, or of women under some other condition or relation. 

Now, whatever may be the extent of the field within which all the objects of our discourse are found, that field may properly be termed the Universe of 

Discourse. Furthermore, this Universe of Discourse is in the strictest sense the ultimate subject of the Discourse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. Boole, the Mathematician & Professor 

Boolean logic, named after the Professor & Mathematician, George Boole, looks at a reported relationship between things and determines whether the 

relationship holds in the sense of diametrically contrary Truth and Falsehood. To understand the saying that Super Vedic Conceptacle (SVC) of non-

Boolean logic, this Paper attempted to exclude the direction of susceptible involvement of any logical falsity by including the logical truthfulness’s 

dynamic presence throughout the researched snippets / opinions / ideas / viewpoints / comments / perceptions. Also, it is credited to George Boole through 

the Lincoln Topographical Society ( England) that he boldly presented a Research Paper in 1841 entitled "On the origin, progress, and tendencies of 

polytheism", especially amongst the ancient Egyptians and Persians and in modern India. 

3. VEDIC EARTH’S HISTORIOGRAPHY METHOD (VEHM)  

Meaning, scope and relevance-wise VEHM is the body of techniques and principles of historical research projecting historical authenticity culminating 

into historicity based on documented material from the past or evidence as a tributary of knowledge, namely, Vedic History dealing in and relating to a 

particular people, country, language, customs, Planets like Earth, Moon, Sun and things of Cosmos-value in the past events thereof by way of systematic 

narratives describing the bygone past. We are comprehensive of the past by studying to determine and order facts from the narratives. These facts are 

processes and deciders in themselves shaping our existence shedding light on the circumstances of human beings throughout past times. That’s how, one 

happens to learn about History in the denomination of our existence making us trust in what already existed as centuries and Cosmic calenderer-Yugas 

in Hindu Cosmology passed by. One can deduce that recording ideas and ideas in experiences while differently relating themselves to them constitutes 

dynamic revelations. Fact, truth, objectivity and inference become highlighted ingredients which consist of events, processes and institutions of past 

civilizations leading to contemporary life on the Planet Earth  
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4. DEFINITION OF SVC  

 The Earth from which magnetism, gravitational pull, life, and force to mass and energy evolve in particles or waves or signals or in series of shock-lets 

en masse or vibrations in pack-lets, is a Super Vedic Conceptacle (SVC) by itself.  

5. SALIENT FEATURES OF SVC 

➢ The conduct of the order or the manner in which the osculating plane of the SVC (Super Vedic Conceptacle) becomes expansive with 

expansionism as its orientation is the Earth Truth. 

➢ The Vedic bridges connecting Land with Ocean, Mountain with Land, Ocean with Mountain and Atmosphere with all these including Rock 

are the cosmic fixed points. 

➢ The SVC-Earth is inhabited by 8400000 varieties of SVC-species designed, bio-mechanized for movements and let go scot-free by the SVC 

for living a full circle of zest of life-period via the triadic-medium of Vedic soil / ocean/ air . 

6. SIGNIFICANCE OF SVC 

The time-cum-age-cum-role-cum expiry of the Earth ever since its order of appearance and appointed dot nearby the Moon and Sun as neighbors in the 

Vedic Universe of Vedic-knowledge-string which is said to have been breathed out as such by the Supreme Godhead attracting our very implicitness 

through the SVC, account for the significance of the SVC. 

7. IMPORTANCE OF SVC  

 Knowing as to why and how the SVC which is our habitat got its specific properties of unlimited-weight-bearing, osmosis, absorption, cooling-shelters-

within , thermal-storages-within, self-vegetative-catalysis, gold-silver-copper mines conservation, reservoir for carcasses and ultimately, being an 

assurance to ourselves that we are the earth-born sons/daughters of the Vedic Soil with an irrevocable buy-back arrangement post-death of ours constitute 

the importance of SVC prima facie , let alone the ticklish rebirth and its tricky aftermath episodes.  

8. CONCLUSION 

Researching in a non-Vedic belief of mankind’s ever lastingness alone is to look down upon the Vedic universal Firsts & Start-ups such as stars, oceans, 

mountains, seafloor , rocky continents and diamond-hard planets. Ignorance of Vedic essentials will end up with the consequence of hastening the process 

extinction of mankind . It is not human to pretend  to have not realized on who has made the Veda despite the open secret that the Veda is preternaturally 

breathed forth before the arrival of the earthlings such as the human-beings in species or sub-species settings through the SVC (Super Vedic Conceptacle) 

, i.e., our inhabitable Planet Earth . 
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